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Appendix-2.2(4)

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Virapuli RF
2. Kottur RF
3. Kolundumalai & Valimalai RF
4. Kuttalam RF
5. Vamanapuram RF
6. Kalamalai RF
7. Ashambu RF
8. Mahendragiri RF
9. Kalakkad RF

Legend
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- Other Protected Area
- Reserved Forest
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Kalakkad-Mundanthurai Tiger Reserve
- Agasthyamalai Sub-cluster Boundary
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Appendix-2.2(6)

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Kottur RF
2. Vamanapuram RF
3. Kalamalai RF
4. Virapuli RF

Legend
- Agasthyamalai Sub-cluster Boundary
- Neyyar Wildlife Sanctuary
- Reserved Forest
- Other Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WWF
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Reserved Forests in the Buffer:
1. Cardamom Hills RF
2. Ranni RF
3. Ranni RF
4. Ranni RF
5. Kumaranperur RF
6. Talachira RF
7. Kumaranperur RF
8. Rajampara RF
9. Kumaranperur RF
10. Achankovil RF

Legend:
- Periyar Sub-cluster Boundary
- Ranni Forest Division
- Reserved Forest
- Other Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary
- Settlements

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE and WII
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Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Achankovil RF
2. Pulyarai RF

Legend
- Periyar Sub-cluster Boundary
- Achankovil Forest Division
- Reserved Forest
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE and Wildlife Institute of India
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Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Indira Gandhi WLS
2. Anakkulam Range
3. Anaimudi RF
4. Malayattur RF
5. Tirhalar RF
6. Pullari Shola RF
7. Sandalwood RF
8. Kudakkadu RF
9. Kovilkadavu RF
10. Karayur RF
11. Vannanturai Sandalwood RF
12. Kilandur RF
13. Manjappatti NP
14. Indira Gandhi WLS
15. Pambadum Shola RF
16. Idivara Shola RF
17. Parambikulam WLS
18. Idivara Shola RF
19. Munnar Range

Legend
- Estate
- Anamalai Sub-cluster Boundary
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Reserved Forest
- Protected Area in the Sites
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- Protected Areas in the Buffer
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Appendix-2.2(20)

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Parambikulam WLS
2. Indira Gandhi WLS

Legend
- Anamalai Sub-cluster Boundary
- Karian Shola National Park
- Other Protected Areas
- Protected Areas in the Buffer
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site Boundaries Prepared by ATREE & WII
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Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Anakkulam Range
2. Anaimudi RF
3. Malayattur RF
4. Munar Range

Legend
- Anamalai Sub-cluster Boundary
- Mankulam Range
- Other Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site Boundaries Prepared by ATREE & WII
Nilgiri Sub-cluster
Site No: 020

Silent Valley National Park

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Attappadi RF
2. Muttukulam RF

Legend
- Nilgiri Sub-cluster Boundary
- Silent Valley National Park
- Reserved Forest
- Other Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Porthimund RF
2. Attappadi RF
3. Nilgiri Peak RF
4. Vazhikkadavu Range

Legend
- Nilgiri Sub-cluster Boundary
- Mukurti National Park
- Other Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Nilgiri Sub-cluster
Site No: 024

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Porthimund RF
2. Attapadi RF
3. Muttilkalam RF

Legend
- Nilgiris Sub-cluster Boundary
- Attapadi Reserved Forest
- Reserved Forest
- Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII

Western Ghats
Nilgiri Sub-cluster
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Reserved Forests in the Buffer

1. Bisale R F
2. Subrahmanya R F
3. Panathadi R F

Legend

- Talacauvery Boundary
- Pushpagiri Wildlife Sanctuary
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Talacauvery Sub-cluster
Site No: 027

Talacauvery Wildlife Sanctuary

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Panathadi RF
2. Pattighat RF

Legend
- Talacauvery Sub-cluster Boundary
- Talacauvery Wildlife Sanctuary
- Reserved Forests
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Map of Kudremukh Sub-Cluster

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Nanajji Malai RF
2. Chinkramalai RF
3. Shirur and Kunda SF
4. Matkalgudde RF
5. Chekkadabailu SF
6. Kodialmalai RF
7. Panamberi RF
8. Mujimalao RF
9. Durgamalai RF
10. Manibail SF
11. Surikodlu RF
12. Tombattu RF
13. Charmadi Kanapadi
14. Balur

Legend
- Kudremukh Sub-cluster Boundary
- Reserved Forest
- Protected Area in the Sites
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Reserved Forests in the Buffer

1. Tombattu RF
2. Shirur and Kunda SF

Legend
- Kudremukh Sub-cluster Boundary
- Other Protected Areas
- Reserved Forest
- Agumbe Reserved Forest
- Estate
- Forest Plantation
- Reservoir
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site Boundaries Prepared by ATREE & WII
Map of Sahyadri Sub-Cluster

Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Tetali RF
2. Reserved Forest

Legend
- Sahyadri Sub-cluster Boundary
- Reserved Forest
- Protected Area in the Sites
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Reservoir
- Scrub/Decayed Forest
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
Reserved Forests in the Buffer

1. Tetali RF
2. Reserved Forest
3. Reserved Forest
4. Reserved Forest
5. Reserved Forest
6. Reserved Forest
7. Reserved Forest

Legend

- Sahyadri Sub-cluster Boundary
- Kas Plateau
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Reservoir
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
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Reserved Forests in the Buffer
1. Reserved Forest
2. Reserved Forest

Legend
- Sahyadri Sub-cluster Boundary
- Chandoli National Park
- Reserved Forest
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Scrub/Degraded Forest
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII
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Reserve Forests in the Buffer
1. Reserved Forest
2. Reserved Forest
3. Reserved Forest

Legend
- Sahyadri Sub-cluster Boundary
- Radhanagari Wildlife Sanctuary
- Reserved Forest
- Reserved Forest in the Buffer
- Reservoir
- Scrub/ Degraded Forest
- Forest Plantation
- Settlements
- Western Ghats
- India Boundary

Map Prepared by Ecoinformatics Lab, ATREE
Site boundaries prepared by ATREE & WII